In this paper it is shown that recursive local state estimators (related to Roesser models) can be constructed uaing global state observers. (related to column to column propagation models). These observers can be designed based on a result (pole assignment) of algebraic 2-D systems theory.
Introduction
In this paper an observer based filter design algorithm is described for a 2-D system. The method is an application of algebraic 2-D systems theory (the 2-D system is considered a I-D system over a ring. See [3] , [5J).
Let a 2-D system be given by a Roesser model (see [8J) . Such a model consists of the follwing set of partial difference equations. 
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Here the vectors ~h and Skh denote the local state variahles. The input ~h is assumed to be known and vkh,w kh denote independent Gaussian white noise processes.
The problem is to estimate ~h and Skh for all k and h given the output (and the input) Yk h for kI ~ k and hI ~ h. In [I] it is shown that a l' 1 least squares estimate of ~ and Skh cannot be constructed, given the output and the input on the above index set, using a straightforward generalization of the I-D concept of "observer". If this were possible one would have the 2-D analogue of the Kalman. filter (optimal observer Toeplitz operators can be implemented usingFFT algorithms.
In [1J one chooses a different approach. A SUboptimal observer is constructed, using a straightforward generalization of the structure of I-D ohserverso The selection of gains is based on some characteristics of the error covariance. Because of the structure chosen in [1] one has to solve a feedback stabilization problem for ;a:":.2~D-syS1:.em given by the Roesser model. However, up to now this stabilization problem has not been solved (2-D pole assignment analogue).
In the next we will describe a filter design method which preserves recursibility in both directions and on the other hand offers the possibility to obtain arbitrary dynamics for the error equation of the esti~tor. The parameters of the estimator (filter) may be adjusted -mITg error covariance information. It will be shown that a large number of observers (estimators) can be parameterized by a relatively small number of gain factors,
Results
The Roesser model (1) can also be written as (column to column propagation)
This is an infinite dimensional l-D system mere the operators are all 10-wer (block) Toeplitz operators (same matrices along the diagonals). We will suppose the initial conditions to be zero. This is just for convenience, it is not really a restriction. The matrices A. , 8. , G. , C. , V are 
and the other variables are defined analogously. The infinite summations are just formal power series. There is, no convergence involved yet. See [31, [5J. We can now show how the parameters in'(2~ -relatreto the parameters in (1) • In fact we have
...
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Therefore we have and analogously for the other matrices involved. We will suppose A4 to have eigenvalues strictly in the unit circle.
Now we have obtained a J-D system over the ring of I-D transfer functions
(in the variable s) as an equivalent description of (J) and (2) . It can be shown that (3) is a global state space model for the 2-D system given by the local state space model (1) , see [3] , [5] . YkJ,h 1
for hI S h (and k) S k). (This is not crucial for recursibility because weakly causal systems could be used (see [4] ). We have chosen to do so because our results can directly be interpreted in terms of Roesser models. To this end we may proceed as in the I-D case where th.e analogue of this problem is solved by means of an observer.
The structure of an observer for (3), meeting all requirements described above, is completely analogous to the I-D case. We have (formally) Next we define the expectation operator E for formal power series
Thus we obtain -11. s
We have because w kh and vkh are white noise processes.
As in the case of I-D systems (over the real nu:mbers) we want the error to tend to zero (for k -I-co). Thus we have to choose K(s) such that (5) represents an asymptotically stable system. Therefore we should be able to choose K(s) such that (6) . 
The construction of the gain matrix K(s) proceeds as follows. .. This property may be advantageous with respect to the computation of covariance matrices for ~h -~h as can be seen in [ll (the structure of the equation is considerably simplified). This is because the error (in this case) is a sum of independent random variables as can easily be seen.
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Conclusion
A new method of construction of 2-D filters has been described. The filter is given as a local state estimator for a Roesser model. The actual construction of the filter is based on the design of an observer for the global state in a state space model (column to column propagation) which is equivalent to the (local state space) Roesser model.
